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Lemmy is a version of the popular
UNIX screen editor vi developed for 32
bit Windows platforms. Here are some
key features of "Lemmy": ￭ Split
screen mode. Up to four splits are
allowed. ￭ Undo/redo, copy/paste, and
access to menu maps and abbreviations.
￭ Support for the Windows clipboard ￭
Most recently used files accessed from
File menu. ￭ Use of mouse clicks to
move the cursor, follow tags and
selecting text. ￭ Dragging files onto the
application. ￭ Use of Property Sheet to
adjust Lemmy settings. ￭ A
configurable tools menu. ￭ Status bar
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information. ￭ Configurable fonts and
colour schemes. Lemmy also supports
syntax highlighting for several file
types. Additionally, a user can develop
his own syntax highlighting. ￭
Recovery of previous edit sessions after
an unexpected interruption controlled
from a dialogue. ￭ Recall of previous
"ex" commands through a dialogue. ￭
Search and Replace via a dialogue
includes recall of past operations. ￭
Extended printing capabilities including
the ability to syntax highlight printed
output, print with line numbers, print
with headers and footers on the page,
and to print in varying font types and
sizes. ￭ Recovery of previous edit
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sessions after an unexpected
interruption controlled from a dialogue.
Lemmy and Vi Text Editors: What are
the differences between Vim and
Emacs? Those who have used these text
editors know what we are talking about.
Both are considered to be some of the
most powerful software that exist.
There is a huge variety of packages that
can be downloaded and installed into
Ubuntu. It is fair to say that most of
them are complete text editors, but
there are also lots of other things to
check out. Some editors are better
suited for specific tasks, while others
are just for fun. Some have extensions
to help with coding or plain text
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documents. Others are more powerful
with regexes and a graphical user
interface. Some are better for one task
than another. No matter what type of
editor you want to install, there is
something for everyone. So, what are
your options? For starters, you can
download Gedit, Gnome's Text Editor.
It is a powerful text editor that supports
syntax highlighting, word count, and
many other features. Its key features
include a file explorer, line
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Keymacro is a simple text editor that
features the ability to define macros
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from a text file. Macros defined in the
text file are invoked on key presses on
the keyboard. Macros can also be
invoked when the left mouse button is
pressed and the mouse pointer moves
over a text window. Here are some key
features of "Keymacro": ￭ Split screen
mode. ￭ Define your own functions. ￭
Support for Windows toolbar and
keyboard shortcuts. ￭ Multiple versions
are allowed. ￭ Uses mouse clicks to
define the macros. ￭ Macros are
invoked on key presses on the
keyboard. ￭ Macros can also be
invoked when the left mouse button is
pressed and the mouse pointer moves
over a text window. ￭ Locate "macros"
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in the document through an interface.
Limitations: ￭ 30 days trial. P2PWiki
Description: P2PWiki is a free and easy
to use wiki system developed to be used
with the P2P network. P2PWiki is the
wiki engine of the P2P network. The
network is an umbrella term that
describes a set of decentralized peer-topeer networks, applications and
protocols. P2PWiki is the default wiki
engine for the.torproject.org P2P
network. Here are some key features of
"P2PWiki": ￭ Split screen mode. ￭
Undo/redo, copy/paste, and access to
menu maps and abbreviations. ￭ Userdefined scripts can be invoked to
provide wiki functionality. ￭ Use of
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mouse clicks to move the cursor, follow
tags and selecting text. ￭ Dragging files
onto the application. ￭ Use of Property
Sheet to adjust wiki settings. ￭ Use of a
configurable tools menu. ￭ Status bar
information. ￭ Text files can be copied
to the clipboard. ￭ Use of keystrokes
and mouse clicks to invoke wiki
commands. ￭ A text file containing
wiki definition commands is included
with the program. Limitations: ￭ 30
days trial. RadEditor Description:
RadEditor is a Wiki-based text editor
and wiki system developed for the
Windows platform. Here are some key
features of "RadEditor": ￭ Supports
multiple editors in the same window.
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￭ The "Lemmy" version of the popular
screen editor "vi" is a Windows version
of the freely available "Lemmy" editor.
"Lemmy" is a 32 bit application that
runs on Windows 95/98/Me/2000/XP
platforms. ￭ "Lemmy" is developed
under the GNU General Public License
(GPL) and it is distributed free of
charge. ￭ The "Lemmy" editor is a vi
(PuTTY and terminal emulator) clone.
"Lemmy" is implemented in C/C++ and
it supports the nvi (PowerTerm) and
nviplus (Putty) editors. ￭ The "Lemmy"
editor does not include the following
features of "vi": ￭ The insert key ("I").
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￭ Meta characters ("^A", "^B", "^D",
"^F", "^H", "^I", "^J", "^K", "^L",
"^N", "^P", "^R", "^S", "^T", "^U",
"^W", "^X", "^Y", "^Z"). ￭ Menu
characters ("^@", "^A", "^B", "^C",
"^D", "^E", "^F", "^G", "^H", "^I",
"^J", "^K", "^L", "^M", "^N", "^O",
"^P", "^Q", "^R", "^S", "^T", "^U",
"^V", "^W", "^X", "^Y", "^Z", "^_",
"^^"). ￭ The screen-size based flags
("gs") and display control ("stty",
"startx", "termcap", "term"). ￭ The
flags "/e" ("erase entire screen"), "/x"
("execute a command"), "/q" ("quit")
and "/e" ("erase entire line"). ￭ The
echo flag ("-echo"), and the
confirmation of delete flag ("-u") ￭ The
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ability to load and save register files. ￭
The ability to save the contents of
registers when a batch file is read. ￭
The ability to set the environment
What's New in the?

Lemmy is a simple screen editor. It
provides a simple and fast interface to
edit files using a Text Based User
Interface. It includes the commands of
vi (Lines, insert, delete, h/l/u/d/ge). The
application is designed for use with
files that you'd like to share with other
users of the computer. For example, if
you are working on a project at your
home, you can use Lemmy to save your
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work in a file and then send it to your
friend. He can open it, make his
modifications, and then send it back to
you over the Internet, email, or
something. If you are a frequent user of
the Linux operating system, you are
probably familiar with the vi editor.
Lemmy is an extension to the vi editor
that allows you to edit files from
Windows using the standard vi
command line interface. Unlike vim
(the vi improved version), Lemmy runs
as an application rather than a console
command. Another difference is that
Lemmy's vi is derived from vi for DOS
(actually Microsoft DOS). So you can
write directly in plain text files (i.e. text
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files not encoded in the UNIX file
format). In addition, while vi only
recognizes DOS linefeeds, Lemmy
recognizes linefeeds from UNIX,
Windows, and other platforms. This
means that Lemmy can be used on nonUNIX operating systems that have DOS
editors. Lemmy is often used to edit
text documents created on DOS
computers. However, Lemmy can be
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System Requirements:

• Windows 7/Vista SP2/Windows XP
SP3 (or later) • 1.4 GHz or faster
Processor • 2 GB of RAM • 32-bit or
64-bit OS • 1 GB of hard drive space •
Microsoft DirectX 9.0c or later
(recommended) • 1280 x 1024
resolution or higher with 1024 x 768
minimum • 6 GB of free hard drive
space • Audio device: DirectX 9.0c
compatible sound card • Monitor: 1280
x 1024 resolution or
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